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1 Introduction
In the film Van Helsing the title character fights a rather
disgusting and foul creature, Mr. Hyde. Hyde is a hero
character with numerous close-ups and action sequences.
It was clear that in order to perform the things that Hyde
needed to do, the creature would have to be completely
digital and hold up just as well as the real thing. Hyde being
an identifiably humanoid creature means that moviegoers
will be intrinsically very discerning with respect to the way
he moves. To achieve the high degree of realism required,
we employed techniques to preserve dynamics with motion
capture, and add dynamics with flesh simulation.
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locations mapped out during the motion capture shoot.
These controls allowed for joint rotation values to be both
offset and their magnitudes multiplied. During periods in
which a body part needed to reach a particular mark,
inverse controls were gradually dialed in to make sure Hyde
hit the desired position.

2 Real Time Motion Capture and Retargeting
The Hyde sequence called for believable interaction
between Hyde and his filmed counterpart that was both
convincing and dramatic. In an effort to retain the subtle
dynamics of a live performance, Shuler Hensley was motion
captured for many of these performances. We used a
technique that allowed the motions from this 6'3" performer
to be retargeted onto the 9' tall Hyde and composited into
the previously matchmoved shots in real time. This live
feedback allowed Stephen Summers to direct subtle
changes to the performer's timing and composition within
the context of the filmed background.

To compensate for the size disparity between the performer
and Mr. Hyde, special tools were created for the final motion
capture retargeting. These tools contained forward and
inverse kinematic controls to compensate for both ideal
body posture while still allowing Hyde to reach specific

3 Flesh Simulation
We ran flesh simulations to help sell the weight of the
character and to make the material that composed his bare
torso believable. Flesh simulations allowed us to mimic the
subtle dynamic of soft tissues, and gave us surfaces almost
completely free from the typical problems associated with
classic enveloping approaches. Another added benefit of
the flesh simulation was that textures looked more realistic
because they stretched and compressed as if they were on
real skin.
We used a crystalline structure meshing technique that
generates tetrahedral meshes with a high degree of
regularity. These meshes improved the stability of our
simulations as well as the overall aesthetic of the resulting
dynamics. Due to the high valence per vertex of a flesh
tetrahedral mesh, stability with respect to inelastic forces is
critical for ballistic simulations of organic material. In
collaboration with Stanford University, we developed a new
flesh simulation engine that addressed this issue. This
engine permitted the implicit evaluation of inelastic forces
necessary for maintaining stability, while evaluating elastic
forces explicitly thereby avoiding the characteristic ether
drag effect of fully implicit methods. The resulting engine
allowed simulation artists to concentrate on performance
and aesthetic rather than having to focus on technicalities.
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